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Doppler effect on Matched Field Processing in Ocean Acoustics

Hee Chun Song*

Abstract

Matched field localization schemes often show a high sensitivity to acoustic variabilities due to mis

match between assumed and actual environments. In this paper, we focus on the effect of source motion 

or Doppler on matched fi허d processing (MFP). To accomplish this, MFP is extended to treat a moving 

source problem with normal mode description of the sound field. The extension involves both the 

temporally nonstationary and spatially inhomogeneous nature of the sound field generated by a 

time-harmonic point source moving uniformly in a stratified oceanic waveguide. It is demonstrated that 

the impact of source motion can be significant to MFP although the velocity of a moving source is much 

smaller than the sound velocity of the oceanic waveguide. In addition, a criteria for minimizing the effect 

of Doppler on MFP is discussed.

I. Introduction

Matched field processing (MFP) is an approach for 

detemining the location of an acoustic source. This 

topic has been an active area of research for more 

than a decade. MFP methods are based on comparing 

acoustic data from an array of hydrophones with 

solutions of wave equation that correspond to test 

source locations. The unknown parameters of MFP 

usually consist of coordinates of the source. As dis

cussed in several recent articles [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], 

major difficulties facing this approach are that the 

localization process is sensitive to errors in the 

propagation model such as sound speed, water 

depth, and geoacoustic bottom parameters. In this 

paper we focus on the effect of source motion or 

Doppler on MFP, wdiich has been considered negligiUe 

because the velocity of a moving source is much 

smaller than the sound speed of the waveguide.

This paper is concerned with the development of 

the analytic approach to the moving source problem 

with a model constraining the dynamics, the geometry, 

and the noises. The source radiates a continuous 

wave (cw) signal with a known frequency^ and the 

source motion is assumed to be steady (unaccelerated). 

The observations are made at a stationary vertical 

array in a background of spatially incoherent
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Gaussian noise. It employs the normal model 

descriptions of the sound field in the forward 

modeling of the fields due to a moving source, and 

develops an optimum processor based on the maxi

mum likelihood estimation techniques to estimate a 

set of source parameters such as range, depth, and 

velocity.

The paper is organized as follows. The acoustic 

field due to a moving source is presented in Section 

II. After formulation of the problem in Section III, 

the effect of source motion is investigated in Section 

IV using generalized ambiguity function. Simulation 

results for an Arctic environment is presented in 

Section V, followed by conclusions.

D. Acoustic Field due to a Moving Source

Figure 1 depicts a source and a receiver in a 

stratified ocean. The ocean is modeled as a 

waveguide, and the signed from the source can be 

considered to be the point source solution to the 

wave equation. The medium is assumed to be hori

zontally stratified and time independent. Let p be 

the pressure for a time harmonic, moving point 

source, which satisfies the inhomogeneous wave 

equation: we then have a unit normalized source 

strenght

[⑵一爲一 /)= f 前rf 闾 exp(-ia)ot)

(1)
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The source is located at rs(t} and has an intrinsic 

frequency(d0= 2tt/0. With horizontal stratification, 

the wave equation can be separated into range and 

depth. The wave equation above has been solved for

mally in terms of normal modes by Hawker [7].

p(r, z, £)=Q(I )i/2 "MT回£+*) E r„

° M⑵

where

%=。小지。"角으] e-&n\r~rQ\eikn\r-r(i\ftO) (3)

•尸(이 = 1—% sin 0+十 麻[1 —D“)sin2 이 T— (4)
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In the equations above, the source, moving with

the velocity v, has coordinates (r0, ■지 at NO and 

the receiver is set at (r, z). The quantities found in 

the equations are the usual ones found in standard

(b) Top View

Fig. 1. Source and receiver geometry and ocean environ

ment model: (a) side view, (b) top view.

mode theory with the addition of /(0) in the phase 

to describe the source motion. Specifically,(/)n is the 

nth mode function, kn Is the horizontal wavenumber 

associated with the nth mode, dn is the attenuation 

parameter of the nlh mode,评 is the group velocity of 

the nth mode, and 0 is a source-receiver geometry 

angle defined In Figure 1. Q is a constant associated 

with source strength.

ID. Formulation of the Problem

3.1 The Analytic Mod어
In the previous section, the pressure fineld generated 

by a moving source has been presented in terms of 

normal modes. The source is assumed to continuously 

emit a narrow-band signal of a known frequency. 

The vertical array of dimension L spans the waveguide 

from the top, i.e., from 2 = 0 to z = Lt and is located 

at (x, y) on the projected surface plane (Fig. 1(b)). 

Using complex (analytic) signal representation, the 

received signal demodulated at the source frequency 

/O = co/27r can thus be written as

Zu, z)=、[瓦 b 可(套 2, A) +«方U, 2),

£ 티一9，*], 니 ⑺

where we assume that 1) b is a zero mean complex 

Gaussian random variable Independent of measure

ment noise w (t, z), 2) w U, ?) is a zero mean, 

spatially and temporally white Gaussian noise pro

cess with double spectral height of No, and 3) A= 

[Ro, Zo, V sin 이丁 is the parameter vector defining the 

geometry of the source and the receiver (it is un

known and nonrandom). Multiplicative random-type 

disturbance b , 쩌th variance E[|이 勺 =2＜方, accounts 

for model inaccuracies, e.g., radiated signal power 

variations about some nominal value, fading the 

transmission medium, etc. More Inportantly, the 

presence of b represents the lack of knowledge of 

the signal absolute phase.

如七 z, A) is a complex envelope of the received 

signal normalized in both time and space as

fT/2 dt [Ldz 辰 U, z, A) 2, A)= 1. (8)

J -t/2 J o

and Er is the total energy received during the obser

vation interval T, by a vertical array of dimension L.
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3.2 Optimum receiver
We apply the maximum likelihood (ML) technique 

to estimate the parameter vector A where we choose 

as our estimate A the value of A that most likely 

caused a given observation to occur. The first step is 

to find a likelihood function. Since there is one-to-one 

correspondence between the likelihood function and 

the likelihood ratio 18], we obtain the likelihood 

function as

- 1 E ■— ■■ <
In A!(A)=—-- ,r- \L (A)I2 (9)

No No + Er

-where

L (A)= fT/2 dt dz 7(/, z) s* (/, z. A) (10)

J -T/2 J 0

and

Er(T) - average received energy = 2afEr(T) (11)

The coefficient in Eq.9 is of importance only when 

we compute the Cramer-Rao bound, wdiich is studied 

extensively in [9]. Therefore we can suppess it for 

our discussion. The values of A w^iere the above like

lihood function has its maximum are A”小

To find Ami we must generate In AJA ) for the 

values of A in the region of interest, Q space. For 

any particular A, say A；, we can generate In AX(A) 

through a complex receiver using a correlation oper

ation shown in Fig. 2. We define a function called a 

generalized correlation function denoted by 屮(A),

W(A, A)=〈毎(A),如A) > (12)

udiich is a measure of the degree of similarity 

between a complex envelope with parameter vector 

A and its replica A. Then the output of the ML 

receiver is the squared modulus of the generalized 

correlation fUnc너on

<U(A A) -网(A, A" (13)

Fig. 2. Correlation receiver (complex operation)

In analogy with radar and active sonar theory, the 

function WA, A) is referred to as a generalized am

biguity function [10, 11] which Illustrates the global 

properties of a maximum likelihood estimator. We 

can analyze problems of accuracy, ambiguity, and 

resolution using the generalized ambiguity function.

IV, Generalized Ambig니ty Function (GAF)

In this section we study the ambiguity structure 

to investigate the effect of source motion on matched 

field processing For simplicity, consider the case of 

a source mo어ng radially away with respect to a 

statlonaiy vertical array, i.e., 6 = n/2 and R = + Vt.

If the source is not moving radially, the radial 

component of the speed (V sin 0} can be estimated. 

Considering that the source speed is much smaller 

than the group speed in ocean environment, we 

assume f{&} - 1, i.e., k^=k„. Using the orthogonality 

conditions of modal functions with the assumption 

that the vertical array is sufficiently long and densely 

populated, GAF is greatly simplified to

>P(A, A)=G(A)G(A) £ 姐絆侦爲)
p~ 1 k，p

e~&P(R0 + RQ)ejkp&RQ sinc[kp(^V)T/2] (14)

and

G(A)=G(Zo)=(E 옽尹 1风)32 (15)

where

시% = Rq~~Rq (16)

AV = V-V. (17)

We notice immediately that if there is no mismatch

of source motion, i.e., AV=0, 난】e GAF resembles 

either the indicator function in matched mode 

localization [2] or the range-depth function defined 

in modal beamfonning 1131. In that case GAF defines 

a two dimensional surface as a function of range 

and depth, which is obtained by applying conven

tional beamfbrniing (Bartlett) with perfect mode 

filtering conditions. The matched mode localization 

is equivalent to the conventional matched field 

processing under this condition, v4iich also has 

been demonstrated by Smith et. al. [14] and Yang 

[15]. The peak of this surface yields source range 
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and depth simultaneously.

Now we study the effect of mismatch of source 

speed on range/depth ambiguity structure since we 

are primarily concerned with effects of source motion 

or Doppler on matched field processing for range/ 

depth localization. The effect of source motion is 

contained in the argument of sine function with dis

crete horizontal wavenumber kn and time window T. 

We define X as an uncompensated Doppler distance,

i.e.,  X= AV X T. Then the effects of mode coupling 

through source motion would depend on the spreading 

of the eigenvalues kp in conjunction with Doppler 

distance X. The di요crete eigenvalues k.p lie between 

co/CB and a)/Cmtnt where CB denotes the sound velocity 

at the bottom halfspace and represents the 

minimum sound velocity within the water column. 

When the argument of the "sine” function has negli

gible variation among the modes, this term acts as a 

scale factor and does not significantly affect the 

behavior of the range/depth ambiguity.

However, the reduction of GAF results in a 

decrease of signed-to-noise ratio and would degrades 

the performance of the receiver. On the other hand, 

if the argument has strong dependence on modes, 

the mismatch of source motion would significantly 

affects the ambiguity structure in range/depth 

plane. These aspects are investigated through 

simulations in the following section. We should be 

careful that the time window T itself contributes to 

the scale factor through the average signal energy 

Er defined in Eq. 11 which is linearly proportional 

to T, i.e.,

而)=[證]T 购

V. Simulations

We pick a horizontally stratified Arctic ocean 

environment shown in Flg.3 with an arWtrary velocity 

profile that includes convergence zone modes of 

propagation, vdiich has been introduced for matched 

field processing in 116] due to significant variability 

of the sound field. For simulation, we choose 50 Hz 

as the source frequency and put the source at 30 

km away from a stationary receiver. The waveguide 

supports a total of 19 inodes. The source is 

assumed to move with a constant radial speed of 5 

kts (2.57 m/s). In fact, the important parameter 

here Is not the abs 이ute speed V, but the 

mismatched speed AV multiplied by the observation 

time window T.

Fig. 3. Arctic ocean environment for simulations

First we consider the case when the source is 

stationary (fixed) or the velocity Is assumed known 

a priori. The parameter vector is now A= [ROt Zo], 

Then the generalized correlation function defined in 

Eq. 12 reduces to

甲(A. A)=G(A)G(A) 俎으弊2虬同。 (19)

p~ 1

wiier modal attenuations are assumed to be negli

gible among the modes. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show con

tour plot of the equal ambiguity surface In range/ 

depth plane for different source depths at the same 

range of 30 km with contour interval of 2 dB. 

Throughout the simulations, 50 dB corresponds to 

the peak level at the true source location. The range 

and the depth are sampled by 1 km and 20m, 

respectively. Note that the minimum range of the 

ambiguity surface is set to 10 km to include the 

contributions of discrete modes only. The ambiguity 

function is symmetric about the true range(i.e., SR - 

0). When the source Is at 100-m depth (Fig. 4(a)), 

the ambiguity surface is characterized by a signifi

cant number of ambiguous maxima (within 3 dB 

from the true peak) In range which apparen한y 

exhibit some periodicity associated with modal cycle 

distances. Compared to this result, in Fig. 4(b) we 

have one strong peak at the true source location, 

with another strong peak around 60 km range, 

so-called convergence zone (3 dB down).

Now we proceed to the case when the source is 

moving and the velocity is not known a priori. Fig. 

5(a) show the range/depth ambiguity surface for a 

source at 30km range and 100m depth with a 

mismatch of Doppler distance X=3。皿 The ambi-
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Fig. 4. Range/Depth ambiguity surface for a source at the 

range of 30km and the depth of (a) 100m and (b) 

1000m, respectively, with the source either station

ary or source velocity known a prioi. The peak level 

at the true location is 50 dB.
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Fig. 5. Range/Depth ambiguity surface for a source depth 

of 1000m (a) with a Doppler distance mismatch of 

XT- 30m and (b) without mismatch.

guity surface is sampled with interval of 200m and 

20m in range and depth, respectively. Note that the 

ture target is located at the origin and the ambiguity 

surface is one-sided in range due to the symmetry 

property. Compared to the case without mismatch 

shown in Fig. 5(b), there is no significant change in 

the range/depth ambiguity structure except the 

change in peak contour level, is about 30dB. 

Recalling the the ambiguity function defined in Eq. 

13 consldere the signal part only, this reduction 

means lowering signal to noise ratio, and thus can 

degrade the performance quite drastically. The reason 

is as foolows. The effects of source speed is confined 

in terms of "sine” function where the argument is 

kpX/2. The first null of this sine function corresponds 

to the horizontal wavelength: 2n/kp which 

explains the great reduction at X- 30wt Secondly, 

there is a slight difference between the lowest (mode 

19) and the highest (mode 1) eigenvalues. Then we 

can take the sine function term out of summation 

due to the negligible dependence on mode number, 

making this term act just like a scale factor. In other 

words, Doppler spreading of the modes is narrow 

enough to be considered as a single Doppler shift. 

This explains why there is no essential change in 

the ambiguity structure, but the magnitude has 

decreased. From these results we can draw an 

important conclusion that the performance of a 

source range/depth localization remains almost the 

same as long as the mismatch of Doppler distance 

(uncompensated source speed X time window) is 

less than the half-wavelength of trapped modes. In 
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other words, we can treat a moving source problem 

as a stationary problem in this case.

VI. Concisions

In this paper, the effect of Doppler or source 

motion is investigated. With the models constraining 

the geometry, the dynamics, and the signals, we 

formulated the moving source localization problem 

in the context of multiparameter estimation problem. 

The optimum receiver based on the maximum likeli

hood estimates produces GAF which illustrates the 

global properties of the estimator. The principal 

result is that uncompensated source motion could 

significantly degrade the performance of MFP. In 

addition, a moving source problem can be treated as 

a stationary source problem If the uncompensated 

Doppler distance X is less than half the wavelength 

of the discrete trapped modes.
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